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fundinfo expands its market presence in Europe
Acquisition of KiidLine and establishing an office in Paris
fundinfo has acquired KiidLine in Paris and thereby further expands its presence in Europe. KiidLine is a
service provider specialized in distributing publications of Asset Managers in France. This acquisition
drastically bolsters fundinfo’s coverage of the French fund market and also brings a local presence in Paris.
KiidLine’s founder, Christophe Bossi, takes over the role of Sales Director France at the new subsidiary as of
1st November 2015. By this expansion, fundinfo will be in a better position to develop services for the French
market and offer existing clients further support.
Commenting on the office opening in Paris, Jan Giller, Head of Marketing & Sales, said, “fundinfo has brought
on board Christophe Bossi in Paris, a seasoned expert with many years' experience in the investment fund
industry. We look forward to strengthen the local presence with the help of Christophe Bossi and to improve
the customer service as well as better use the market potential.”
Christophe Bossi, Sales Director France at fundinfo, said: „I am really proud to associate our local expertise
with strength and competences of fundinfo. This acquisition will benefit to fund managers in their national and
international expansion in giving them professional tools to communicate efficiently with their distributors and
clients. By this acquisition, fundinfo reinforce its leadership in Europe and in a strategic market such as France.“

About fundinfo
fundinfo is the leading international platform for fund information and mandatory publications in the fund business.
fundinfo provides users with quick, free access to more than 14 million documents, fund manager videos and the ratings
of more than 700 fund companies. fundinfo is recognised by various financial market supervisory authorities as an
electronic publication platform for mandatory publications. fundinfo AG was established in 2005 and already has offices
in Zurich, Frankfurt a.M., London, Madrid, Hong Kong, Singapore and now Paris.
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